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The Wesleys and Job 

DISCOVERY 
Edited by 

FREDERICK E. MASER 

I had a phone call one day from my good friend, Page Thomas, who is 
in charge of the Center for Methodist Studies at Bridwell Library, Perkins 
School of Theology at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. He is 
a recognized Methodist scholar with an authoritative knowledge of the 
Wesleys. He told me that the Center recently acquired a very interesting 
Wesley item, which is now the earliest Wesley item in its collection. It is a 
receipt signed by Samuel Wesley, Sr. for the Library of Doncaster for the first 
payment for a copy in sheets of the Dissertationes in Librum Jobi. However, 
certain phrases of the receipt are in the handwriting of John Wesley who 
together with his brother Charles and at times his brother Samuel, Jr., often 
helped their father with his work on the Book of Job. The receipt follows with 
the writing of John in bold type. 
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No. 101. 

Receiv'd this 22 Day of October 1729 
for the Library of Doncaster 
the Sum of one Guinea, & Being the first Payment 
for one Copy in Sheets of Dissertationes in Librwn 
Jobi in small Paper: And I promise to deliver the 
said Book when printed, on Payment of half a 
Guinea more. 

Witness my Hand, 

Recd ye further Sum 
of half a Guinea, being 
in full for the Said Book. 

/signed/ Samuel Wesley 
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Along with a copy of the receipt, Thomas sent a voluminous set of notes 
dealing with the work on Job and other related matters. Most of these notes 
serve as a basis for the following article. 

Dating the Work on Job 

Samuel Wesley's work on Job is a tremendous example of scholarly re
search and persistent effort. He spent over ten years pursuing his goal of a 
complete translation and a careful analysis of the book. In addition, both John 
and Charles Wesley gave a considerable amount of time assisting their father: 

When Samuel first started his project is not known, although, as we shall 
see, there is ample evidence for certain dates within which it could have been 
started and completed. However, there is no surviving record of whenSamuel 
Wesley, Sr. first began work on his massive volume which embodies over half 
a million words, mostly in Latin. Dr. Frank Baker has suggested that he was 
working on it beforethe great fire of 1709 when the rectory was burned down: 

"Samuel Wesley's preoccupation with Job influenced his family in some unusual and 
unforeseen ways. This was surely responsible for the name conferred on his last child, 
born after the rectory fire of 1709, when little Jacky was saved, but the manuscripts incor
porating immense labours on Job perished-the child was named, after one of Job's 
daughters, Kezia,"-Dissertationes in Librum Jobi, no. 7 in Baker's draft of A Wesley 
Bibliography, 1981, p. 63. 

There are, however, four pieces of evidence that imply that Samuel began his 
work around 1722/3. 

The first is a note found in the front of John Wesley's first Oxford Diary. 
Among some random notes before he started keeping a daily diary, is a note 
from 1722 that has, under his "Latin" studies, "evenings, Job." Although 
Samuel or his work is not mentioned here, the date corresponds with the other 
three references as to when Samuel may have started on his "ten years' pains 
and labour." 

The second piece of evidence is recorded in a letter from Alexander 
Pope to Dean Swift, dated April 12, 1730: 

... I shall think it a kindness done to myself if you can propagate his 'Commentary on 
Job' among your divines, (bishops excepted, of whom there is not hope) and among such 
as are believers or readers of the Scriptures ... It has been the labour of eight years of this 
learned man's life ... Lord Bolingbroke is a favour of it, and allows you to do your best 
to serve an old tory, and a sufferer for the Church of England, though you are a whig, as I 
am.-Adam Clarke, Memoirs of the Wesley Family. 2nd ed., rev., corrected and consider
ably enlarged. George Peck, Editor. (New York: Lane and Tippett, 1848), 120. Also see 
Sherburn 's Corre5pondence of Alexander Pope (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), Vol. 3, p. 
95. 

The third is Sa1nuel's reply to his brother's (Matthew) severe and caustic let
ter accusing him of bad economy, and of not 1naking provisions to his large 
family. The undated letter was written so1netime after Matthew's trip to visit 
Samuel in 1731. Samuel's reply was in the seriojocose style, written in the 
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third person. Only twenty lines are in the hand of Samuel, the rest being in 
the hand of his wife and son John, who was the chief amanuensis of Samuel 
at this time. 

For the greater part of these last ten years he has been closely employed in composing a 
large book [Dissertationes in Librum Jobi], whereby he hoped he might have done some 
benefit to the world, and in some measure amend his own fortunes. By sticking so close to 
this, he had broken a pretty strong constitution, and fallen into the palsy and gout. Besides 
this he has had sickness in his family for most of the years since he was married.
Memorials of the Wesley Family, by George J. Stevenson. London: S. W. Partridge and Co. 
(1876], p. 43. 

The fourth is in a letter to a Mr. Piggot, 1732/3, inquiring why he has not re
ceived his copy of Job. 

Though there are so few subscribers, very many having forgot their large promises [the 
first subscriptions were sold in 1729] to assist me in it, that I hardly expect to receive £100 
clear for all my ten years' pains and labour. The letter is dated, Epworth, February 22nd, 
1732/33.-Stevenson, p. 135. 

So one would assume that sometime around 1722/23 Samuel either took up 
the work again or began to work on it for the first time. 

Records of the Wesley Brothers on Job 

It would seem that by July 18, 1727, Samuel, Jr., John, and Charles were 
hard at work on Job. In a letter to Charles written from Wroote, July 18, 1727, 
there is mention of Job. This is the earliest reference in the surviving corre
spondence. 

I told you the Chaldee would be easy so will the Syriac; and even the Arabic, as soon as 
you can crack it. I have a sample of it [Arabic] for you here, if you are got so far, in a spec
imen of the Arabic Testament, and have picked out a pretty many words in Job, which the 
commentators say are of one of these three languages .... If you can get the Oxford edi
tion of Tacitus's Annals, transcribe the passage in the sixth book concerning the Phoenix, 
and the annotations upon it. ... -Clarke, p. 245. 

Baker notes that in a detailed analysis of John's diary with the contents 
of Job, that John was doing active research while at Oxford for Job. Baker 
gives two examples: In a letter to his father, Dec. 19, 1729, he mentions 
abstracting Ditton 's Discourse concerning the Resurrection of Jesus Christ 
(1714). Samuel used this on pp. 332-3; and in a second letter, January 15, 
1731, he sends his father a summary of Archbishop King's De Origine Mali, 
directly related to Dissertation 39 of Job.-Baker, p. 67-68. 

As late as 1731, Samuel, Jr. was still working on Job, or at least trying 
to sell subscriptions. In a letter to John [April 28, 1731] he writes: 

I can easily allow that you and Charles do more business than I, but I can by no means own 
that you have more to do. Great part of what I should do I often let alone, though I am 
sorry for it afterwards ... I went to call upon Dr. Terry, in order to desire him to subscribe 
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to Job, but did not meet with him . .. I have the names of twenty subscribers of yours, but 
not their titles and dignities ... . -Baker, Letters, 25.278-79. 

Wesley records in his diary from August 14-23, 1732, that eight sessions, a 
total ofeleven hours, was dedicated to Job. 

Another reference to Job is found in a letter, To the Lord Chancellor, for 
John Whitelamb, now Curate of Epworth, Westminster, Jan. 14, 1733-4. 
Samuel is asking for a "living" for Mr. John White1amb, his curate and aman
uensis for four years, ,.'in transcribing my 'Dissertations on the Book ofJob,' 
now well advanced in the press; and drawing my maps and figures for it, as 
well as we could by the light of nature ... "-Clarke, p. -254. 

In an undated letter "To My Lord of Oxford'' Samuel asks for a likeness 
_ of Lord Oxford's Arab horse: 

... and have taken some pains inmy Dissertationes on Job to illustrate the description of 
the horse, though it is impossible to add anything to it,. For this reason I would, if it were 
possible, procure a draft of the finest Arab horse in this world; and having had an account 
from several hand$ that your lordship's Bloody Arab answers the character I have an ambi
tion to get him drawn by the best artist we can find, and place him as the greatest orna
ment of my work. . . . -Clarke, p. 200. 

Proposals and Receipts 

The first mention by John Wesley that he was helping his father is re
corded in the front of the first Oxford diary, as mentioned above. Six years 
later he was helping his father distribute the proposals and securing subscrip
tions. On October 21, 1729 he was at Mr. Hoole's numbering the proposals. 

Tuesday, October 21 . 5:45 Private prayer; ended Notes. 8. Breakfast; Metaphysicks; 
Prayer. 11 :45 At Mr Hoole's; the proposals; Mr. Wardel came. Dinner; numbered propos
als. 6. At home; supper; private prayer; packed up; necessary talk with my mother, etc. 
10:45. 

On Friday, November 7 of the same year he "writ down his father's sub- _ 
scribers." 

Although only the "proposals'' and "subscribers" are mentioned here, 
we learn from the "Prolegomena'' to Dissertationes that Samuel and John had 
spent four (Oct. 22-25) days ''at Wentworth House near Rotherham, consult
ing Bishop Patrick's Book of Job Paraphrased and other works in th~)ibrary 
ofThomas Wentworth (1693-1750), Earl of Malton.'' [Baker, p. 65 and "Pro
legomena''] 

On Tuesday, October 21, 1729, John was at Mr. Hoole's dealing with the 
'proposals' and numbering them. Evidently the trip that Samuel and John 
made was not only for research purposes but also served as an opportunity to 
promote the publications and sell subscriptions by distributing "proposals." 
Baker notes that "at Wesley's Chapel in London, is a receipt made out by John 
Wesley (and shakily signed by his father) for subscription No. 111 from Rev. 
Dr. Goodwin, dated October 24, [ 1729] .''-Baker, p. 82. 
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Our receipt is earlier and is dated and signed October 22, 1729. It is a 
printed receipt, numbered in John's hand "No. 101" with blank space filled in 
"this 22, Day of October, 1729, for the Library of Doncaster." (See copy of 
receipt for John's note at bottom of receipt.) Not only is this the earliest 
record of John assisting his father in selling subscriptions, but it is the earli
est ms. piece from the hand of John and Samuel Wesley in Bridwell Library. 
John's ms. diary supports the October 22 date as it reads: "Oct. 22, 1729: 7:45 
Set out; Prior. 11: 30 At Doncaster." 

According to the Subscription list, the Doncaster Library subscribed to 
"1 Small, 1 L.P. Copies." 

If the receipt to Doncaster was No. 101, who subscribed to the first 100? 
The first mention of the 'proposals' is on October 21 at Mr. Hoole's. We know 
from the subscription list that Mr. Hoo le subscribed to a copy. Mr. Hoo le 's 
receipt may have been no. 100. 

In John Wesley's diary from October 21-26, he mentions visits to Finch, 
Garden, Goodwin, Greenway, Knoller, Lamplugh, Oldys, Westbury, and 
Withers, the Duke of Buckinghamshire, and Lord Melton. These names are 
all listed in the subscription list printed in the front of the volume. (Bridwell 
Library) . 

Vvho printed these 1729 receipts? It was probably not Bowyer the . 
printer of the book on Job, as he was not involved in the work until sometime 
in 1730, but probably one of Samuel's printers . 

John returned to Oxford on November 22, 1729, and sometime after that 
engaged William Bowyer to print the book. On October 16, 1730, Bowyer . 
records in his ledger that he printed 1000 Proposals and 750 Receipts. [See 
Manuscript ledgers, I, 82 of William Bowyer Ledgers (original at the Grolier 
Society, New York; microfiche copy in Bridwell Library)]. For February 12, 
1731 there is an entry "Pd. For advertising Do. In ye L.Ev.Post twice." The 
first sheets came off the press on April 1, 1734. "Printed 82 Sheets of the 
Book, viz. B-Oooo inclusive, No. 450 on Demy and 50 on Medium paper at 
17s.6.d. p. Sheets amounting to 61,15. On Sept 27 he printed 22 Sheets more, 
viz Pppp-5N; on April 1, 1734, "Recd. Of the Rev. Mr. Samuel Wesley in full 
of all demands, 69.-.-Aug. 23, 1735, 46 Sheets 50-7N at 2ls, Lib. Jobi. 
Textus Hebraicus, etc., 4 sheets Title been reprinted, Elenchus Dissertat. & 
Subscribers. 

Entries in John's diary support Bowyer's entries. John evidently finished 
his work on Job in August of 1732. There is no other mention of Job until 
September 16, 1734. The entry for Sept. 26, reads: "corr. Job." The last entry 
is on Feb. 21, 1735 and reads, "ended Job." 

The last sheets came off the press on Aug. 23, 1735 and on October 12 
John presented a copy to Queen Caroline. There is only one recorded copy 
with the imprint date of 1735 and it is in the British Library (8.h.7). Baker 
states that this is apparently the one presented to the Queen. 

All other recorded copies have the date of 1736. 


